
DISTRICT/STATION CHIEF – Tobermory 

           

              
GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES:  

 

The District Chief is in charge of a Fire Station and the firefighting, rescue and medical 

responses in a designated area of the Municipality in a supervisory role under the direction of the 

Fire Chief. 

 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF THE RANK: 

 

This rank holds the responsibility for coordinating and directing the activities of the firefighting 

and rescue units of the municipality as well as the responsibility for maintaining discipline within 

the assigned station. The above work is performed under the direction of the Fire Chief and all 

policy matters are referred to the Fire Chief. This position requires a high degree of motivation 

and enthusiasm as it interfaces directly with the emergency personnel in the station. A high 

degree of responsibility for the protection of lives and property is involved. 

 

EXAMPLES OF WORK: 

 

Emergency Responses 

 

* responds to all alarms of emergency in his/her district and assumes Incident Command unless/ 

until  relieved by the Deputy Fire Chief or Fire Chief; 

 

* on arrival at emergency incidents, ensures Incident Command has been or is initiated, 

appropriate responsibilities  eg., safety officer, entry control, sector officers etc., are assigned to 

ensure that the officers and firefighters operate in a manner consistent with established policies, 

guidelines and accepted methods; 

 

* ensures a Situation Report is relayed over the air to appraise incoming personnel, units and 

Dispatch of situation; 

 

* ensures any additional agencies required at scene are requested and logged through Dispatch; 

 

* at multi-agency responses eg., search/rescues, wildland fires etc., will serve as part of overhead 

team until/unless relieved by Deputy Chief or Fire Chief. 

 

* at vehicle incidents on highway #6, county and municipal roads, ensures all possible vehicle 

and operator information, license plate number is documented or photographed and forwarded to 

Fire Chief. OPP LP# and EMS run # is obtained and forwarded to Fire Chief or included in Fire 

Pro 2 report 

 

* ensures all personnel not returning to station after incidents are logged out and identified to 

Dispatch; 

 



* ensures all apparatus are washed when necessary, post-trip documentation is completed and 

apparatus is in ready-condition for next response before personnel leave station; 

 

* ensures all information necessary for Fire Pro 2 and OFM SIR inputs are available in reports to 

Dispatch as soon as possible after incident(s); 

 

* investigates causes of fires in conjunction with Fire Prevention Officer and other officers and          

ensures that the necessary forms and reports are complete and forwarded to Fire Chief; 

 

* ensures all incident reports are completed for Fire Chief and are forwarded to the Fire Chief 

(Municipal Office) immediately following the incident; 

 

 

Administration/Training 

 

* performs pager test on day of training and in his/her absence will assign a Captain to perform 

this function; acknowledges pager tests from Owen Sound Police Services and in his/her absence 

will assign another officer to perform this function; 

 

 

* ensures any extraordinary expenses eg. food, beverages or sundries are cleared with  Fire Chief 

or Fire Chief, or in his/her absence, the deputy Chief before purchasing; 

 

* in conjunction with the Fire Chief and/or Deputy Fire Chief  may suggest changes of             

procedures/policies or  methods necessary to maintain or increase the incident response             

efficiency; 

 

* advises the Fire Chief of any repairs and maintenance necessary to maintain the vehicles, 

equipment and station and ensures they are carried out as promptly as possible; 

 

* is responsible for the cleanliness, maintenance and operation of the fire station, grounds, 

apparatus and equipment under his/her charge and assigns Captains to ensure compliance with 

Fire Chief’s expectations; 

 

* ensures station’s diesel fuel or gasoline receipts are forwarded to Fire Chief; 

 

* ensures required Incident Command forms, station Dispatch logs etc., are available in station 

and on apparatus; 

 

* ensures monthly vehicle and equipment check sheets are completed properly and filed; 

 

* ensures monthly health and safety inspections are conducted, results forwarded to Fire Chief 

and corrective action taken if possible; 

 

* ensures  cascade cylinders are sent for refill when required as well as ensuring all breathing air 

cylinders and oxygen cylinders are filled and sent for hydrostatic tests when required; 



 

* ensures that emergency back-up propane generator completes auto-start sequence weekly and 

propane tanks are filled; 

 

* ensures PPE of personnel is cleaned/repaired and/or sent away for same as required by SOG (at 

least yearly) or when required; 

 

* ensures appropriate notification and required paperwork initiated for any training or emergency 

response injuries to personnel; 

 

* meets with Captains and fire fighters in his station and documents personnel, station and 

equipment requirements and suggestions for budget considerations in November of each year; 

 

* updates personnel information and roster changes and forwards to Fire Chief and/or Deputy 

Clerk; 

 

* maintains discipline in the fire station ranks and any suggested or necessary disciplinary 

action is referred to Fire Chief; 

 

* maintains a performance appraisal system, conducts regular reviews of all staff, forwards 

information to the Fire Chief with recommendations; 

  

* monitors training and incident response attendance of all station personnel and refers                      

noncompliance of expected attendance performance to Fire Chief; 

 

* assists with training and scheduling training and ensures training is carried out in station and 

initiated promptly at designated time; 

  

* meets regularly with the Fire Chief, Deputy Fire Chief and Captains to discuss the overall              

operation of his/her Station and Fire Department; 

 

* meets regularly with the Captains and Instructors to assist in developing and maintaining             

a progressive training program and submits next year’s training calendar to Fire Chief in 

November; 

 

* ensures completed expense chits of personnel for kilometrage, per diems etc., are forwarded to 

Fire Chief and copies are kept for personnel records; 

 

* schedules and assigns training assignments to Instructors; 

 

* ensures training safety plans where required are prepared and approved  a week prior to 

training; 

 

* with Training Officer and Safety Officer ensures weekly station training attendance entered 

into Fire Pro 2 program; 

 



* ensures any additional training, certificate training, meetings or work hours for himself or 

station personnel is entered into Fire Pro 2 program;  

 

* assists Deputy Chief and/or Fire Chief in gathering data and preparing pre-incident fire plans; 

 

* may assume  command of the fire department in the absence of the Fire Chief and Deputy Fire 

Chief as outlined in the establishing and regulating by-law of the department; 

 

* assists in preparation of budget suggestions for station, apparatus, equipment and personnel 

equipment; 

 

* attends County Fire Chiefs meetings if requested, mutual aid meetings, seminars and 

conferences to keep up to date on changes in equipment, methods of operation, training and 

agreements; 

 

* considerable mechanical aptitude and the ability to read building plans; 

 

* ability and strength to do prolonged and arduous work under adverse conditions; 

 

* ability to react quickly and remain calm under strain and duress; 

 

* ability to lead personnel effectively, maintain discipline, promote harmony and team work, 

exercise sound judgement and to cooperate with other agencies; 

 

* ability to prepare clear and concise reports; 

 

*ensures firefighters suffering any injury at training and incident reports for medical assessment 

and Fire Chief is immediately notified such that any necessary forms/claims eg. WSIB can be 

initiated as soon as possible; 

 

*  maintains the required department attendance standard for training and incident responses; 

 

*  notifies Fire Chief when unavailable for duty due to sickness, vacation etc.; 

  

*  any other duties as assigned by the Fire Chief.  

   

 

 

 

REQUIRED KNOWLEDGE, SKILL AND ABILITIES: 

 

 

*   Good knowledge of modern firefighting, special rescue and medical skills as well as fire 

prevention methods; 

 

*   good knowledge of the municipality and surrounding areas protected by agreement, and M.O.A’s; 



 

*  thorough knowledge of the operation and maintenance of all apparatus and equipment, methods of 

combating, extinguishing fires, prevention of fires and various rescue techniques; 

 

 *  knowledge of federal and provincial acts relative to the activities of the Fire Department; 

 

*  thorough knowledge of the principles and practices involved in the training of personnel;  

 

*   good knowledge of the type of buildings in the municipality; 

 

*   a working knowledge of the operation, size and location of water mains, other water sources 

as applied to the firefighting activities of the department; 

 

*  considerable knowledge of hydraulics as applied to firefighting, building construction and 

related codes, electrical codes and location of hazardous occupancies in the municipality; 

 

*   good knowledge of rescue and first aid procedures; 

 

*   good knowledge of health and safety procedures, operating policies/guidelines, rules and             

equipment; 

 

*   must have the ability to supervise personnel, maintain discipline, have sound judgement, be 

     resourceful and in good physical condition. 

 

 

EXPERIENCE AND TRAINING: 

 

Should have demonstrated satisfactory experience and performance in a previous responsible 

supervisory role in the Department  and has received additional training through Ontario Fire 

College, regional fire schools, educational institutes and seminars. 

 

 

WORKING CONDITIONS: 

 

This position requires a high level of effort and dedication and may require an additional 

expenditure of time over and above regularly scheduled hours to fulfill his/her duties. 

 

The District Chief will be expected to respond and work in all types of weather and less than 

ideal conditions. In the performance of  his/her duties may have to enter hazardous atmospheres 

and areas and will be expected to work in a safe manner.  


